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D-DAY 2019: 
THE REAL LION KING LIVE ACTION EXPERIENCE

when the Chads 
start forming 
a dance circle

SHAKESPEAREAN 
TRAGEDY

me when 
Denzel

takes the 
stage

me when the
ppl around 

me start 
getting a bit 

too wild

– Isabella Puccini, Senior Editor, sore

realizing
I have 

seconds left
to live

literally
dozens 
of  >6ft 

drunk men
me,
smol

my buzzed friends, unable to see me in a 
sea of dudes (& some v aggro drunk girls)

they’re
pushing 
ppl back

oh gd

our 
toes

kourtney 
from econ,

4 white 
claws in,
wearing

size 8
filas 

toes:
stomped

stomach:
elbowed

my friend
who’s like 

5’1’’

me, also in 
pain, sober



Bull’s  
Last Word

Staff “flirting strategies” Box 
Jax “eating apples seductively” Preyer, Managing Editor

Elizabeth “being very nice” Arterberry, Junior Writer
Katie “being an athlete” Kerrigan, Junior Writer

Jack “switching lives with james” May, Sophomore Writer

Zach “sharing obscure deni history facts” Correia, Head Writer

thx @jax preyer
for recomending 
fleabag to me and 

ruining my life
p.s. watch fleabag

it’s so good
Charlie “seduction via chicken tenders” Schweiger, Junior Writer

Isabella “1 second of eye contact” Puccini, Senior Editor
Sophia “writing a play” Menconi, Senior Editor

James “fist fighting” Whitney, Sophomore Editor

Jay “wearing nice hats” Huff, Senior Writer

HAPPY NATIONAL...PIZZA WITH THE WORKS EXCEPT 
ANCHOVIES DAY!

Ciao Denison! I hope everyone is having a lovely day. And how could they not, when it’s today, November 12, 
National Pizza with the Works Except Anchovies Day! Gosh, it’s days like today that really make you pause, 
look around, and think–“Why is this a national holiday? Who comes up with this stuff? Can anyone just make 
up a national holiday? Are there forms you have to fill out to get them certified or what?”

Nevertheless, this is truly a day worthy of celebration. It’s easy to feel like the world is so polarized nowadays, 
with everyone at each other’s throats about everything. But days like these remind us all that no matter what, 
the only “parties” that truly matter are that of liking anchovies, or that of posessing functioning taste buds.

For members of the latter party–rejoice! Today is our day. Together we stand, strong, united, for a better world. 

“HUMOR” – Isabella Puccini, Senior Editor

forbiddena pizza worthy of love
and affection

kinda odd lookin’ but still 
infinitely superior to an anchovy

LOCAL JOB OPPORTUNITY:
Hello!We are Kimberly and Kelly (K2sisters). We have a new little shop in Granville behind Elm’s pizza 
SISTER SALVAGE & SOLES. Realizing our location is not in the most seen spot in our cute little town, 
and that we are not good at the marketing part of our business, we are looking for someone to GET US OUT 
THERE. This would be a paid position.The person(s) would need to be creative patient and laugh a lot. They 
would be working with two 50+ year old sisters/best friends/business partners. This position/ project/ experi-
ence can start ASAP!

Thanks. Please contact us at Kimberly 513-225-0100 Kelly 740-704-9565
Or just stop by for a casual introduction at 212 S. Main Street.

my new celebrity hall pass
(move over cory booker)


